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---.--When to Seek
Professional
Landscaping Help

Most people tealize that life doesn't
resemble a television sit-com and conflicts
aren't resolved in thirty minutes. Get them
out in their yards, however, and they
entertain unrealistic expectations. Some
folks think outdoor projects are as easy as
TV gardening shows make them appear.
"One of the biggest problems I encounter
is people who watch too much HGTY,"
says Jill Risberg, a landscape designer with
Benton Landscape Design and Irrigation
Company in Fort Mill, South Carolina.
While the do-it-yourself approach can be
satisfYing and economical, sometimes it's
wise to call a landscape firm. According to
the American Nursery & Landscape
Association (ANLA) and Ms. Risberg, the
following situations can benefit from
ptofessional help:
Grading and drainage issues. "The
average homeowner shouldn't tackle these
problems because they can make matters
worse," Risberg notes. Landscape architects
know the engineering behind water-how
it moves, how it impacts surrounding
plants and soil and how to direct it
effectively. Runoff can be controlled with
many methods. A simple job might tie
piping into downspouts to control gutter
runoff. More complicated projects include
building berms, installing drainage systems
and directing water into catch basins.
Blank slate. Barren yards can
overwhelm new homeowners. "With little
or no landscaping in place, it's hard to
lmow where ro begin," Risberg comments.
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Even an hour or two of professional
consultation is a smart investment. A
landscape designer can create a plan of
action you'll follow for years to come.
Trained professionals know what plants
grow in your area and where to locate them
for best performance. They'll evaluate your
needs and lifestyle, so you won't have more
maintenance than you bargained for. In the
long run, they'll save your money and
sanity by preventing costly mistakes and
wasted effort on plants that won't survive.
Renovation. If you inherit an established
landscape because you purchased an older
home, a landscape professional can help
you decide what to keep and what to
remove. "Sometimes people tear out really
good material because they don't know
what they have. People have inadvertently
removed 12-foot high camellias that cost
thousands to replace," Risberg says. One of
het clients is building a new house on the
site of an old one, with an established yard.
Risbetg helped the client determine what
was worth saving. Fotming a partnership
helps homeowners keep within budget but
still get assistance when needed. In this
client's case, Risberg explains, "We'll do the
heavy work, she'll add perennials and
smaller shrubs."
Relocation. Americans move a lot these
days. If you find yourself living in a region
where the plants and growing conditions
are completely unfamiliar, consulting with a
landscaper is vety beneficial. Many Benton
customers are new to the South. Plants they
came to know and love usually won't
survive the region's hot, humid summers.
Risberg's knowledge of suitable plant
material helps get them off to a good start.
She often suggests varieties resembling
Northern favorites-a Heritage river birch
in place of a white birch, for example. She
also enjoys introducing clients to new plants
they may never have seen before.
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First things first. You've admitted you
need help. Awareness is the first step, but
before you seek professional assistance, do
a bit more soul-searching. What do you
want from your landscape-kid-friendly
spaces, showcase lawn, entertainment areas
or a wildlife sanctuary? How much time
are you willing to spend on maintenance?
Determine your must-haves-deck, patio,
pathways, perennial garden, etc. What's
your budget? Knowing these essentials
saves you time and therefore, money,
when you meet with a landscape
professional.
Who to call. Trust builds solid working
relationships. How do you find a
reputable landscape firm? By doing your
research. Check references, get referrals
from neighbors or friends. If you're new to
an area and don't know anyone there are
associations that can help. In addition to
ANLA, other professional associations,
like the American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) and Associated
Landscape Contractors of America
(ALCA) can refer you to qualified
companies. Organizations are often listed
in the white pages of the telephone book
or go to www.anla.org or www.asla.org or
www.alca.org
If you want someone to handle a project
from start to finish, consider a design/build
firm. If desired, they'll do ongoing
maintenance. Do-it-yourself types can buy
a few hours of professional consultation
and come away with a landscape master
plan. The plan can be implemented
gradually, by adding plants and hardscape
features as time and money allow.
Whatever your approach, professional
firms can guide you through the process
of beautifYing your landscape. Ask anyone
who gardens-an atttactive yard is a great
way to reduce stress and add more
enjoyment to your life!

----.---A Ground Floor
Opportunity for
Safer Gardens: A
Step-by-Step Guide
for Going Organic

When you begin the annual assault on
your yard, surrounded by costly chemicals,
do you ever long for a better approach?
One where the landscape draws on its
own resources for sustenance, like nature
does? Breaking free from chemical
dependency takes effort, but decreases
maintenance and cost. It's also safer for
your landscape and for its human and
animal inhabitants.
The American Nursery & Landscape
Association (ANLA) spoke with Kathryn
Jane Mathewson, one of the industry's
most knowledgeable proponents of
environmentally-friendly landscaping. Ms
Mathewson, owner of Secret Gardens in
San Francisco, designs and builds gardens
to blend naturally with their
surroundings. Her background is in
biology and landscape architecture, but
anyone can garden "closer to nature" by
taking simple steps that have profound
effects. Within two months of making
changes in her own landscape, Mathewson
observed birds and insects she'd never seen
there before.

Healthy Soil

=

Healthy Plants

"Soil is a garden's foundation. You won't
have strong plants without healthy soil,"
Mathewson states. Creating good soil isn't
difficult. First, start a compost pile, or
better yet, several. (Cooperative extension
agents and local garden centers can
provide detailed instructions). Mathewson
incorporates composting points
throughout the landscape to make
collection and disposal areas accessible.
Turn compost under and hide it with
mulch for a more attractive appearance.
Working organic matter into plant beds is
vital, but you won't get enough from
composting. "You have to bring in organic
matter," Mathewson states. For best
results, find a local source for aged
manure or mushroom compost. Bagged

dirt doesn't contain the live organisms
needed to improve soil. Mathewson avoids
using compost from city recycling
programs because it's hard to know what
chemicals are in it.
Fall and winter are less demanding on
gardeners and, consequently, a convenient
time to deal with soil. Reclaim one bed at
a time. Work the soil well to break up
compaction and bring oxygen down deep.
Landscaping firms use tractors for this
purpose, but if all you have is muscle
power, shoot for a depth of ten to 12
inches.
Most builders accent homes with
foundation plants. Ironically, the
foundation area usually has the worst soil.
Heavy equipment used in building
compacts the ground, creating a "hardpan"
layer plant roots can't penetrate. What's
more, chemicals like paint are often spilled
during construction. When roots reach
these residues they die. Mathewson uses a
soil auger to drill holes about three feet
deep. "Microorganisms penetrate these
holes, breaking up and enriching the soil
down deep," she comments.
Once you've loosened soil, work in
organic matter. Next, apply mulch to
preserve moisture and fight weeds. How
do you know when you've got healthy
earth? Plant performance is one way. The
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IT'S NOT EASY BEING GREEN:
CONSUMER CONSIDERATIONS

"When I put commercially grown
annuals into organic landscapes, they do
terribly because they've been raised on high
nitrate fertilizers," Mathewson comments,
adding, "Consumers making the organic
transition need to know the industry isn't
there yet." Still, she feels the buying public
can influence change. "Request organically
grown plants and nurseries will
communicate this to growers."
Consumers can demand bener
education, too. Mathewson envisions
point-of-sale tags that will include habitat
information, i.e. "forest/meadow" as well
as the traditional "sun/shade."
"Monrovia's Audubon Collection is the
first anempt by a wholesale grower to
designate plants for specific wildlife," she
states. She thinks shoppers stand a better
chance of furthering their organic
gardening goals at independent garden
centers than at big box retailers.
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IT'S NOT EASY BEING GREEN:
CONSUMER CONSIDERATIONS
In 2000, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) announced that
chlorpyrifos, a commonly used pesticide
(also sold as Dursban or Lorsban), would
be removed from retail markets by
December 2002. New information on the
risks of chlorpyrifos to infants, children,
women and wildlife expedited the ban.
This announcement underscores the
significance of understanding and using
otganic controls. Austin, Texas' excellent
web site, Grow Green, provides concise,
qelpful information on the topic. Here
you'll find simple pesticide alternatives,
explanations of chemical hazards, and
rhe EPA action. Check it out at:
www.ci.austin.ex.us/growgreen/dursban.htm

appearance of earthworms is another.
"Twelve earthworms per one square foot is
a good indicator of healthy soil,"
Mathewson states.

Delightful Diversity
You've done the dirty work of
composting and digging, now comes the
fun part-plant selection. Think diversity
to reduce pest and disease susceptibility.
Also, many plants fare better in
combinations than alone. Mathewson
likes to install plants around the property
perimeter first. "Perimeter plants take
longer to establish. They provide privacy
and help prevent weed seeds from blowing
in from neighboring yards."
Birds are part of the natural pest control
equation, so select plants that offer food
and shelter. Butterflies and hummingbirds
help pollinate and add beauty to yardsinstall some plants they like. While
butterflies appreciate herbs, other insects
do not. Mixing herbs throughout the
garden is an attractive natural bug
repellent.
Knowing where plants originate is part
of smart ecological design. "Think
'forest/meadow' as opposed to
'sun/shade,'" Mathewson advises. She also
suggests avoiding water-guzzling plants
with fibrous root systems. Speaking of
water, organically-grown plants generally
use up to 50 percent less water than those
in yards treated with pesticides and
synthetic fertilizers.

Reduce the Lawn
Face it-lawns demand a lot of
maintenance and water-precious
commodities these days. "Lawns are dead
from an ecological standpoint,"
Mathewson says, adding, "Flowering
shrubs need space. They won't perform to
their full potential and produce fruits and
flowers if cramped." Reduce lawn size by
enlarging beds. Wider is better-six to ten
feet is Mathewson's preference. Plate
stepping stones or pathways throughout
beds to avoid soil compaction from foot
traffic. Of course, plants aren't the only
lawn replacement option. Gravel or mulch
can be used in landscapes, too. Leaving
natural areas in the yard attracts wildlife
and reduces maintenance as well.
There are several ways of removing
grass. Mathewson likes black plastic tarps
and patience, as opposed to herbicides.
The sun's heat cooks the turf to death.
Heat flamers work faster. In certain cases,
you might have to use glyphosate,
commonly known as Roundup~, and
available at garden centers.
Those who still want lawns might
consider hardy, low maintenance
alternatives to Bermuda grass. Mathewson
recommends Double Dwarf Bonsai, a low,
slow-growing fescue that doesn't need to
be mowed as often as most grasses. Bonsai
is also drought resistant.
Natural Controls

Still wondering how to control pests
and weeds without chemicals?
Diminishing or eliminating pesticides
helps restore natural balance-you'll see
more ladybugs, praying mantises, birds
and other natural predators. One of
Mathewson's favorite books, Common
Sense Pest Control by William Olkowski,
Taunton Press, discusses natural solutions
for every kind of indoor and outdoor pest
problem. Weeds can be controlled with
black plastic, heat flamers, hand removal,
mulch, or spot killed with vinegar.
Mathewson advocates bioorganic sprays
to get beneficial organisms into the soil
and make plants stronger. Instead of
synthetic fertilizers, she favors natural
nutrients like kelp, soy or bone meal.
"These conserve nutrients by bonding
them to soil particles until they're needed
by plant roots," she says.

---------.--------Gardening: A Great Way to Fight Osteoporosis

If you know an elderly relative, friend
or neighbor whose passion for gardening
hasn't waned with age, perhaps you've
noticed they're more vibrant than their
sedentary peers. It's no coincidence.
According to a recent study by Dr. Lori
Turner at the University of Arkansas,
women who garden weekly have stronger
bones than those who are inactive or
engage in jogging, swimming, walking or
aerobics. Dr. Turner is an assistant
professot of health science. She studied
over 3,300 women, aged 50 and older.
"Only two activities strongly correlated
with higher bone density-weight training
and yard work," Turner says, adding,
"There's a lot of weight-bearing motion
with gardening-digging, pulling weeds,
pushing a mower."
Being in sunshine not only feels good, it
increases vitamin 0 production which
helps the body absorb calcium. One of the
strongest arguments for gardening as a
means of fighting osteoporosis, is that it's
an exercise people tend to enjoy. Dr. Turner
says, "People get caught up with gardening.
They like having a beautiful yard, so they
stay physically active longer to achieve that.
With jogging, people tend to think, 'When
will this be over?'" Exercise not only builds
muscle and bone, it aids balance. Good
balance is critical to avoiding falls, a
primaty concern for seniors.
Dr. Turner spoke with the American
Nursery & Landscape Association
(ANLA) and offered some advice for those
interested in gardening as a healthy habit
and as a way to help avoid osteoporosis.
Getting Started

If you've taken a winter break from yard
work or haven't been an avid gardener,
start slowly and work your way up. If
weather forces you indoors for several
months, do calisthenics or weight training
to keep in shape for gardening season. Dr.
Turner recommends the video, "Be Bone
Wise-Exercise," available from the
National Osteoporosis Foundation,
www.nof.org (click on PubliC/Patient

Educational Materials) or call 1-877-8684520. It's also a good idea to have a
physical exam before starting strenuous
exercise. The NOF recommends that
women have bone density tests around age
50, or at menopause.
Take a few minutes to stretch or warm
up before you begin digging, weeding or
pushing the wheelbarrel. Don't risk
dehydration. Keep water close at hand
while working outdoors. "People age 65
and up must make an aggressive effort to
stay hydrated," Dr. Turner cautions. Use
sunscreen and/or wear a hat and pause for
shade breaks.
Work Smarter

Several simple methods keep gardening
from becoming a backbreaking chore.
Raised beds require less bending and
stooping. A portable stool makes weeding
or planting easier on the body. Foam pads
are gentler on the knees than hard ground.
Next trip to the garden center, look for
long-handled tools with good grip
surfaces. Having several sitting areas
throughout the yard encourages gardeners
to stop, rest, and appreciate their efforts.
Keep in mind the time-honored adage,
"Take time to smell the flowers."
Consider alternatives to lugging heavy
bags of soil. You might have aged compost
delivered by the truckload, directly to
your garden. If small scale gardening is
your ticket, most garden centers and
nurseries are willing to load bags of dirt
for you. What do you do once you've
gotten the heavies home? Borrow a tip
from Marianne Binetti's book, "Easy
Answers for Great Gardens," Sasquatch
Books, 1-800-775-0817 or
www.sasquatchbooks.com. Lay a tarp on
the ground behind your car. Roll the bags
of soil out of the car and onto the tarp.
Drag the tarp to your intended garden
site. Split the bags with a sharp knife and
encourage the contents to spill out. This
minimizes heavy lifting and allows you to
garden independently.

----.---The Right Plants
Make Landscapes a
Winter Wonderland

Joanne Kostecky understands the
challenge of creating four-season color in a
northern climate. As owner of Joanne
Kostecky Garden Design Inc., in
Allentown, Pennsylvania, she seeks out
attractive plants that withstand harsh
weather. The American Nursery &
Landscape Association (ANLA) asked Ms.
Kostecky for some ideas to brighten
winter landscapes. Her suggestions follow:
Showy shrubs

Hamamelis-"Depending on the
variety, witch hazels flower at different
times. You can stagger blooms by using
several plants," Kostecky notes.
flex verticillata-A deciduous holly
known for its berries, which grow in
profuse clusters tight against the stem.
Viburnum dilatatum-A berryproduc~ shrub, viburnum has lar e
showy flowers in spring.
Viburnum rhytidophyllum-Commonly
known as leatherleaf viburnum, it's an
evergreen shrub that makes a great
windbreak.
'P]M'rhododendron--Green in summer,
this rhodie turns deep burgundy in winter.
Its broad leaves contrast nicely with other
shrubs.
Helleborus orientalis-Also known as
Lenten rose, the waxy leaves and prolific
blossoms of this shrubby plant do well in
most climates. It's a good color candidate
for shady areas.

Crabapples-Brightly colored
crabapples range from orange to crimson
and yellow. In spring, they reward
homeowners with fragrant blossoms.
Acer griseum-Curling, cinnamoncolored bark is the primary attraction of
this slow-growing paper-bark maple. Its
foliage turns brilliant red in fall, barring
an early frost.
'Heritage' river birch-"This tree is
superior to other birches because it
requires less maintenance and is more pest
resistant," Kostecky comments. The bark
also peels more than other birches do,
contributing interesting texture to gardens
throughout the year.
Parrotia persica-Lesser-known but still
interesting, parrotia develops mottled bark
as it matures. These trees offer a dramatic
autumn display of leaves that turn golden
yellow, then orange and finally scarlet.
Perennials
Ferns-"Christmas ferns and tassle ferns
will keep some color, depending upon
how much snow falls on them. They can
become floppy under heavy snow,"
Kostecky says.
Heuchera velosia-Berrer known as
'coral bells,' the fuzzy maple-shared leaf
kept its color even through Pennsylvania's
hard winter last year. White flowers pop
out in August and September.
Dianthus-'Bath's Pink' is another
winter-worthy plant. It blooms in warmer
months and maintains blue gray foliage
during winter.
Wisteria-Kostecky likes the structural
qualities of wisteria trunks in winter.
Properly trained onto sturdy structures,
wisteria offers leafy green privacy in spring
and summer. Its luxuriant, sweet smelling
blossoms rival the lilac.
Ground Covers

Trees
Evergreens-"If you have the space,
Norway, blue or white spruce make the
best windbreaks," Kostecky says, adding,
"Dense-growing firs are possibilities, too.
If you need a fast growing windbreak,
white pines are an option." Windbreaks
create privacy between neighbors and
habitat for wildlife.
Hawthorn-'Washington' and 'Winter
King' hawthorns in particular, produce a
good berry set for winter-long color.

Liriope-Tough but attractive liriope
thrives in most climates-even harsh ones.
Different varieties grow in clump or
running forms and some produce small
berries.
Pachysandra and ivy-These ground
covers provide texture and color. Ivy can
be grown along a wall, fence or tree. It can
also be trained into topiary forms or
trailed out of containers. Certain ivies are
invasive. A garden center or nursery
employee can help you select a hardy, but
well-behaved variety.

Asarum europaeum-Also known as
wild or European ginger, this ground
cover's striking dark green foliage and
attractively shaped leaves make it a star
among plants. Cost dictates its use as an
accent plant in high visibility areas.
Winter ways with
containers, views, structure
Dropping leaves and swirling snow lend
new perspectives to the garden. Rather
than throwing in the trowel for an entire
season, see your yard through the eyes of a
landscape architect. "Plants enhance the
beauty of architecture, but when most of
them have died back or lie under snow,
the architecture must carry the scene,"
Kostecky explains. Walls, patios and
walkways become the focus. Sculptural
accents make the difference between a
stunning or dull winter garden. Kostecky
cites the example of a large iron armillary
globe standing on a five-foot high
column. The silent sentry commands
arrention no marrer the season, but
especially in winter.
"Think about the views from your
windows," Kostecky advises, "And
consider using summer accents in winter."
The birdbath may be frozen over (unless
you've installed a heater), but if properly
sited, it draws the eye from the house out
through the landscape. Controlled versus
natural gardens may be your style, but
cause you to lose structural and textural
opportunities. Leaving seed heads instead
of curring them back creates unique focal
points in the landscape, for example.
Freezes and thaws wreak havoc on clay
pots, but that doesn't mean you have to
give up container gardening in winter.
Kostecky recommends buying high quality
clay-look-alikes made of plastic. Gather
evergreen boughs and sprigs of berries and
tuck them deep into the dirt of the
container. If you don't yet have evergreens
or berrying plants established in your
landscape, a trip to the florist can provide
creative inspiration.
The right plants, accents and garden
structures transform the winter landscape
from so-so to spectacular. A landscape or
nursery professional can walk you through
the process of creating your own winter
wonderland.

---.--Tips for Winterizing
Your Landscape

Doug Green believes you should leave
plants in the fall as you wish to find them
in the spring. The former nursery owner
turned garden writer lives in Ontatio,
Canada. Despite the zone four climate,
Green has over-wintered orange trees,
proof of his willingness to experiment.
Green and the American Nursery &
Landscape Association (ANLA) offer the
following tips for winterizing your
landscape:
• Green likes to cut back foliage and tidy
up for winter. "Bur anything I'm pushing
the zone on, like certain ornamental
grasses for example, I don't cut back."
• Mulch evens out temperature swings by
keeping the ground from thawing or
freezing too fast. One to two inches of
bark or three inches of pine straw or leaves
is sufficient.
• Even if they aren't actively growing,
outdoor plants need water if there's been
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---.--Jump Start Your
Garden by Planting
a Season Ahead

Few gardeners can resist the springtime
urge to dig in the dirt. Steve Frowine
understands spring fever, but wants folks
to know that fall is also a great time to
plant. Frowine is vice president of
horticulture for International Garden
Products in Boston, Massachusetts. He
shared his ideas with the American
Nursery & Landscape Association
(ANLA).
Beat the rush. "So much goes on in the
garden in spring. Fall isn't as frantic,"
Frowine states. Fall is a less busy season at

blankets. Green advises checking moisture
monthly. Water if soil is dry. "More plant
loss occurs through desiccation than
freezing," he notes.
• If you want to leave clay containers
outside in winter, buy high quality Italian
or American pottety. If you own
inexpensive pottery, stack it in a basement
or garage during cold months. Otherwise,
it may fracture or crack.
• If you bring plants indoors, reduce the
frequency and strength of fertilizer used.
Water-soluble or slow-release fertilizers are
preferable.
• Check indoor plants for signs of light
deprivation-yellow or pale foliage,
droopy or dropping leaves and leggy
growth. Plants may need misting since
heating systems dry out indoor
environments.
• When moving plants back outdoors in
spring, do it gradually. Let them acclimate
for a few days on a covered porch or
under a tree before moving into full
sunlight.

no rain or snow. Water up to one inch per
week during dry months and befote the
ground freezes.
• Don't prune within six weeks of the
average first frost date. Late fall pruning
can stimulate new growth that won't
harden off before winter.
• Protect cold-sensitive plants with old
blankets. If using plastic, don't let it touch
leaves-it conducts cold.
• Well-drained planting beds ate less
susceptible to wint~r rot. Building raised
beds is a good idea if your soil doesn't
drain well on its own.
• Plant placement is important. Situate
tender plants so they don't take full force
of the wind.
• Wait until late spring before declaring
any freeze-injured plants a loss. They may
bounce back with warmer temperatures. If
they do, prune back dead tips or branches
to just above the new growth.
• To avoid moving heavy containers of
perennials indoors, remove plants from
the pot, put in the ground and mulch.
Green also suggests tucking containers
against the side of the house. "There's
enough heat loss through the walls to keep
plants alive," he explains. Howevet, you
might also want to wrap containers in old

nurseries and garden centers, too, and
their staff is more available to help.
Consumers often get better values this
time of year. "It's to the garden center's
advantage to sell plants before winter, so
you'll find some bargains," Frowine says.
Low prices don't equal low quality,
however. Plants grown commercially for a
year's time are usually more vigorous.
Cooler is kinder. Autumn's gradual
cooling-off period is easier on plants and
on people working in the garden. Frowine
adds, "Cool, damp weather is a good time
for root systems to get established. Plants
don't suffer as much from gardening
mistakes as they do in summer."
Tilling the soil. The ground is usually
wet in early spring. Working wet, heavy
soil is bad for plants and your backdigging in really wet earth compacts the
air space that roots need.
Favorites for fall. Certain plants-

.Your local garden center or nursery can
provide answers to any specific questions
you may have on getting your landscape
ready for winter.
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oriental poppies, irises and bulbs for
example-can only be planted in fall.
Frowine finds that ornamental grasses
prefer fall planting, too. Fruit trees and
bulbs must have cold temperatures for
optimum top growth in spring.
Timing is everything. "Plant as early as
possible, about a month before a major
freeze, to avoid heaving problems,"
Frowine advises. Hard freezes can heave or
push plants up out of the ground. If this
happens, push the plants back in the
ground as soon as it thaws. Mulch, but
not too heavily. About three inches of
shredded bark or pine straw is sufficient.
Generally, Frowine advises applying winter
mulch after the ground is crunchy. This
way, soil cools down and plants entet
dormancy. If you apply heavy mulch
before frost, the soil can stay warm
enough to keep plants growing when they
need to slow down.

---.--A Native American
Approach to
Gardening

Ken and Linda Parker have the
distinction of operating the only native
American owned nursery. The Parkers live
and garden on the Six Nations Indian
Reserve near Brantford, Ontario. Sweet
Grass Gardens grew out of a need fot
plants that could survive the region's
limestone-based clay soil. Through
research, the Parkers discovered that native
plants were tough, drought and disease
tolerant. When they couldn't find these
varieties at local nurseries, they started a
business specializing in aboriginal
plants-species significant to the culture
of native North Americans. ow, six years
later, their thriving gardens and nursery
are living testaments to the value of native
plants. The Parkers shared their
knowledge with the American Nursery &
Landscape Association (ANLA).
Cultivating Natural Wisdom
Nature doesn't baby plants with drip
irrigation systems and chemical fertilizers.
Working with the environment is one way
to experience more gardening success.
"Most native species do well in average
soil, but our morro is: Let the site dictate
the plants you grow. If your soil is sandy,
select plants that thrive in sandy soils. If
you have clay-based soil, there are many
clay tolerant species," Ken Parker states.
Follow this counsel, the Parkers say, and
you don't have to spend a lot of time,
money or work forcing plants to grow
where they're not intended to be.
After planting, the Parkers suggest
covering the bed with six to 10 sheets of
newspaper followed by mulch. "The
newspaper breaks down in a season or
two, controls weeds and helps retain
moisture," Linda Parker says, adding "If
customers insist on amending-their soil
is too rich or too hard, we tell them to
add pure sand." Check with gardening
experts fot local recommendations.
In most landscapes, flowers are grouped
in one place, grasses in another. In nature,
dozens of species exist together. The
Parkers suggest mixing five types of grasses
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A GUIDE TO BRICKS AND CLICKS GARDENING

The Parkers don't ship planes, but
their websi te
www.sweetgrassgardens.comis a mustsee for native plant novices, even if you
don't live in Canada. Here, you'll find
plant descriptions and explanations of
their landscaping, culinary, medicinal
and spiritual uses. Consult with local
gardening experes to determine which
species thrive in your area.
Gardeners love to touch, see and
smell what they're buying. This simple
truth makes it doubtful that the
Internet will ever replace nurseries and
garden centers. A 'bricks and clicks'
style is more likely to evolve. The
combined resources of a local garden
center and online shopping give
gardeners greater selection, information
and flexibility. Steve Frowine is vice
president of horticulture for
International Garden Products in
Bosron, Massachusetts. Frowine, a
member of the American Nursery &
Landscape Association (ANLA), offers
some insight into purchasing plants
online. "Using the Internet is like
buying from a catalog. It's just a
difFerenaonduit," he Sll:yr.Frowirre
advises shoppers to keep the following
factors in mind:

with 12 flowering perennials, including
four that bloom in spring, four in summer
and four in fall. Place four to six plants
per square foot and mulch between them.
The Native Advantage
Ongoing droughts and watering
restrictions have stimulated interest in
native plants. Once established, native
plants handle drought better than many
other varieties. Some survive on rainfall
alone and can be gradually weaned off
tegular watering. According to Ken Parker,
two-thirds of a plant consists of the root
system. "The heart and soul of a native is
below the ground," he notes.
Maintenance is lower and chemical
controls are usually a moot point when
gardens are designed for existing
conditions. "Low maintenance doesn't
mean no maintenance, however. Even
native plants need annual clean-up. Mow
dead material or cut it back by hand,"
Patker says.

Tips for Successful Clicking
• Buy from a company you know or
brand name you trust.
• Look for a money-back guarantee to
ensure healthy plants.
• Make sure plant grades and sizes are
mentioned.
• Factor in shipping times. "The
immediacy of the Internet presents a
problem for inexperienced gardeners.
Shipping may be delayed a few months
so that planes arrive at the proper
planting time," Frowine says.
• "Keep in mind, plants ordered online are
generally smaller than those found at
garden centers.
Steve Frowine believes that shopping
online gives consumers more of
everything-more unusual varieties,
more convenience, more depth of
inventory and more details about the
planes they purchase. "One good search
engine is really all you need to locate
unusual planes," he states. Google is his
favorite. The combined wealth of
information and available plant material
make the Internet a real gardener's tool.
"The web is a great place for
aclverrruresome-garclerrerno disco"'ve....r - - new planes and ideas," Frowine
concludes.

Striking a Balance
Although they focus on pre-European
plants indigenous to North America, the
Parkers also sell comfrey, colt's foot and
yarrow-plants brought here by early
settlers. "Within the Six Nations
community, these are commonly used for
medicinal purposes," Linda Parker
explains. Initially, Ken Parker wanted to
remove every nonnative plant from his
garden. Now he knows there's no going
back. Still, he'd like to see at least one
native plant in everyone's yard. In gardens,
one thing often leads to another. Perhaps
when people discover native plant
resiliency, they'll want to add more.
The nursery's name honors Hierochloe
ordorata or sweet grass. The Great Plains'
earliest inhabitants believed it was the first
plant to cover the earth. Many tribes
burned sweet grass before ceremonies for
purification purposes. Some natives still
burn a little dried sweet grass every
morning and waft the smoke over
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and it's an excellent way to fill large
containers without weighing them down,"
Binetti says. She turns unused pots into
drainage material. She'll crush four-inch
pots or place them upside down in a big
container. Next, she'll position a large
potted plant on top. Finally, she disguises
the rim with mulch-dried moss, rocks,
gravel, cocoa beans or shells.
"I like to fill a whiskey barrel with three
small, six-inch plastic pots. The
arrangement is anchored by a dwarf
evergreen, usually a spruce. This provides
height and color all year. In winter, I'll stick
in three pots of pansies; in spring, daffodils.
I plant annuals that don't compete with the
evergreen roots and confine them to pots,"
Binetti says. Again, Binetti's beneath-thescene work is disguised by a layer of mulch.

Pot-in-pot Approach
Works Garden Magic

Marianne Binetti is a mastet of disguise
when it comes to container gardens. She's
like a magician pulling yet another rabbit out
of a hat. The landscape designer, syndicated
gardening columnist and author of three
books on gardening, has developed many
clever techniques to maximize poned plant
potential. Bineni divulged her secrets to the
American Nursery & Landscape Association
(ANLA). ANLA passes them on to you.

The Art of Illusion
"Pot-in-pot gardens make you look like
a great gardener all year long," Binetti
confides. If a plant dies or finishes
blooming, you simply remove it and
replace with a fresher specimen. Placing
flowers near a front entrance creates an
especially effective impression, according
to Binetti. Decks and patios transform
into bloom with the addition of container
plants. Think of container gardening as a
sleight of hand approach that allows you
to add living accents wherever and
whenever you need them.
Plants also grow better when grouped
together. "They feed off each other's
humidity," Binetti notes. They are easier
to water and make a more dramatic
presentation than do lots of little plants
scattered around.

Clever combinations
Binetti favors groups of three in
container plantings. That means three
heights (trailing, mounding, tall); textures
(fine, medium, coarse); and three shades of
green (light, dark, variegated). Add to that,
one bloomer that is rotated seasonallymums in fall, poinsettias Ot pansies in
winter, bulbs in spring. To vary plant size,
you might include a fine-leafed needlepoint
ivy, a medium-leafed philodendron and a
broad-leafed dieffenbachia.
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themselves. "It cleans your spirit and
prepares you for the day ahead," Parker
explains. Rituals like these enrich the lives
of native Americans, but anyone can enjoy
the moments of peaceful reflection that a
garden brings. The rich bounty of native
plants, combined with an appreciation for
their past and present contributions,
improves the gardening experience even
more.

RECOMMENDED
READING
For additional creative combinations
and practical advice, check our the
following books:
The Practical Guide to Container
Gardening, by Susan Berry and Steve
Bradley. Available from Storey Books,
800-441-5700 or www.storeybooks.com

Shortcuts for Accenting Your Garden,

Fall is a fun time for container
gardening. Get a bushel basket from a fruit
stand, farmer's market or grocery store. To
this, add a pot of mums and use fallen
leaves for mulch. You might also stage an
attractive, inexpensive front entrance
arrangement by combining a few items you

"Pot-in-pot gardening is about recycling
££6

.",

Seasonal effects

Tricks of the Trade

3

have lying around. Prop an old rusty tool
against the house. Place a bale of fresh hay
adjacent to or in front of it. A metal bucket
planted with trailing English ivy can rest
atop the hay. You may want to place a few
pansies in the bucket or a few pumpkins
alongside the hay. "These arrangements
make a welcoming display from Halloween
through Thanksgiving," Binetti says.
When cool weather forces you to bring
some plants indoors, Binetti suggests
creating a dish garden. Get a basket with
high sides and a handle. You can tuck
several plants inside the basket, grouping
them attractively according to height,
texture and color. Add one blooming
plant and let some ivy trail out. Tie a
tibbon to the basket and change it
depending upon the season or holiday.
Dish gardens make a nice show on a
coffee table, hutch or in a foyer entry.
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by Marianne Binetti, Available from
Storey Books, 800-441-5700 or
www.storeybooks.com

Easy Answers for Great Gardens,
Marianne Binetti. Available from
Sasquatch Books, 800-775-0817 or
www.sasquatchbooks.com
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We are pleased to provide you with these articles for the 2001 fall/winter season by noted garden
writer Nancy Moreland. We hope you find them entertaining and useful.
These articles and dozens of others can be found on our website at
www.anla.org/industry/Articles/index.htm.This information is provided as a service to ANLA
members and qualified garden communicators; you will need the ANLA username and password
to access this information on our website. Garden communicators will need to register with us to
get a username and password, please contact Mary Ryan O'hara at ANLA: 202-789-5980, ext.
3012 or mohara@anla.org.
Please let us know how you are using these articles, and how we can make Discover the Pleasures of
Gardening more useful to you. Suggestions for topics are always welcome. contact Nancy Jacks
Montgomery, Director of Industry and Public Relations, at ANLA: 202-789-5980, ext. 3004 or
nmontgomery@anla.org.
© All material copyright 2001 by Nancy Moreland and the American Nursery & Landscape
Association. Limited royalty-free reproduction rights are granted to ANLA members and qualified
garden writers; reproduction for any other purpose is prohibited.

----.---Tree Terminology:
A Primer for
the Uninitiated

If you thought all trees were created
equal, read this article before heading to
the nursery. How a tree starts out
determines how fast it will grow, how
much care it will need and what the final
result will be. Kelly Lewis, general manager
of Ruppert Nurseries in Laytonsville,
Maryland, works with trees every day.
Lewis, a member of the American Nursery
& Landscape Association (ANLA), shares
some basic knowledge every prospective
tree planter should know.
Balled and burlapped-Typically, "b and
b" trees are grown in the ground versus a
container. Once trees are removed from the
ground, their root ball is wrapped in burlap
and prepared for sale. "Consumers have a
wider range of material when choosing
balled and burlapped trees," Lewis
comments, adding, "These trees tend to be
larger and can be planted at any time."

Container stock-As the name implies,
some trees are grown in containers. "From
an industry standpoint, container trees offer
an advantage because soil mixes are lighter
than native soils. This makes them easier to
ship," Lewis explains. Home gardeners
should know that container trees demand
more water initially than trees grown in
native soil. Container stock has been
babied, so it takes extra care to establish.
Bare root-A mere slip of a tree, bare
root material has a very limited planting
rime and must be handled (harvested,
shipped, planted) during dormancy. "Be
careful where you purchase bare root trees.
Bargains aren't always your best value in
terms of quality. Bare roots are a
perishable commodity-get them in the
ground as soon as possible," Lewis advises.
Dormancy-Trees that drop their leaves
in fall and leaf out again in spring are
known as deciduous. Dormancy is that
period of winter rest where very little
plant activity takes place. "Dormancy is a
good time to purchase, transplant or
prune," according to Lewis.
Caliper-A tree's diameter is known as its
caliper and is measured at either six or
rwelve inches from the ground, depending
on the size of the tree. "Calipers give the

industry a standard method of measuring
nursery stock. They help us determine the
size and weight of the root ball," Lewis says.
The type of tree you select depends a lot
on how long you plan to remain in your
home. If you're going to move within five
years, purchase a fast-growing tree and plant
it in a high visibility area. That way, you'll
get the most impact for your dollar. If you
want to shade our summer sun but need
winter warmth, select a deciduous tree.
Evergreens add color to winter landscapes
and serve as windbreaks if situated properly.
Most tree deaths are water related-they
either get too much irrigation or not
enough. Understanding water requirements
is essential to successfully establishing a
tree. Nursery professionals can teach you
how to "read your tree" for signs of water
loss or other stressful health conditions.
Proper tree selection, planting and care
takes some effort, but the rewards are
worth it. Trees help homeowners by
reducing air conditioning costs, beautifYing
landscapes, increasing property value and
lessening bothersome noise. They help the
environment by controlling erosion,
cleaning the air and by providing wildlife
habitat. So plant a tree. Your landscape and
the environment will be better for it.
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